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Engaging with the public about science, technology,
engineering, and math (STEM) is a professional
responsibility, a civic duty, and expected by funding
agencies. Engagement involves interactions between
STEM professionals and the non-STEM public about STEM
topics, often at the intersection of science and society. Right
now, there is a Call to Action to engage in new and more
effective ways. To expand participation and the scope of
public engagement, we must integrate engagement into:
1. Training: public engagement is professional development.
Engagement develops critical skills, including communication,
teaching, and leadership. It also enriches scientists’
understanding of their own research and broader field.
2. Research: share research with those who fund research
(taxpayers) and can benefit from it (everyone).
3. Teaching: incorporate communication skills and
opportunities, across disciplines and with the public
4. Awards, hiring, tenure, and promotion: the professional
incentive structure should value and recognize these
achievements at all career stages.

Our innovate framework for public engagement connects
scientists with opportunities to engage, without reinventing
the wheel.
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1. Know who represents you (for USA: local, state, federal)


What do you want to communicate?
Do you want to share your work?
Do you want to change minds?

Who do you want
to engage?



Ultimate goals

Proximate goals

• Seek a specific policy position
• Seek more funding for science
• Seek more freedom for
scientific endeavors
• Make the world healthier,
wealthier, wiser
• Diversify the STEM workforce
• Promote science as a career

• Raise awareness about...
• Teach people about...
• Correct myths about...
• Get people interested in...
• Build a positive image of science

These are good things, but WHY do
you want to raise awareness, etc.?

Goals can also be set based on an opportunity or audience.
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3. Develop your message(s).

Format for a public audience Utilize helpful frameworks

A

Shared purpose,
goals, vision with
your audience.

Higher /
longer-term
investment
with broad
audiences,
including
media projects

Number of engagement events

C

Lower /
shorter-term
investment
with different
types of
audiences

Face-to-face
engagement
with K-12
students and
adults,
shorter-term
investment

Papers, grants, posters, talks, lectures,
labs, blogs, etc.

The challenge
faced now;
the hope to
which we can
asipire

Practice, revise, practice.

(Practice, practice practice.)

4. Engage! Frame and deliver your message(s).
Engagement is fundamentally social:

d
a) STEM Public Engagement Workshop (UT Austin), b) produce materials
for others to use, c) a national SfN engagement program, d) panel of
postdocs and graduate students who run engagement programs.

Scientists routinely communicate with audiences across a
spectrum of expertise:
unfamiliar with topic

Scientists
outside of life
sciences

Patterns of individual engagement

Cluster analysis of engagement activites based on the suite of activities each individual
participated in. Fac = facilitated. Comm = communicated. Org/pres = organized and/or
presented. Sch = school. Sci = science. Dev = develop.
Analysis revealed 3 clusters of engagement activities (A, B, C) that contain a mix of
categories. Format, category, and audience appear to interact. We aim to use this kind of
data to inform our public engagement efforts and spending and make personal
recommendations for (new, additional) ways to engage.

A role for scientific Societies in public engagement
• Active support from Society leadership and community for public engagement
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Scientists in
life sciences

Members of the BEACON Center for the Study of Evolution in Action were
asked how they engage with the public on STEM topics (n=93).

a) KVRX science radio show, b) Rep
Donna Howard at a workshop on STEM
and policy engagement (UT Austin)

c

Scientists in
your specific
field

Research on scientists as communicators has increased dramatically

Adapt existing materials

a

familiar with topic

Tips from the Texas Legislature: Find common ground whenever possible.
Build coalitions. Avoid burning bridges. Be trustworthy, credible, and reliable.
Personal stories can overcome moneyed interests.

Ways that responders engaged

Facilitate engagement for others

d
d
c
a) Shadow a Scientist (UT Austin), b) undergraduate research,
c) NSF Research Experience for Undergraduates and d) NSF
Research Experience for Teachers (MSU, BEACON).

5. Staffers are key! Staffers make representatives aware of issues, do background
research, and reach out to a network of experts. Scientists can proactively share
their area of expertise with staffers and offer their assistance.
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4. Deliver a concise and consistent message with a clear ask. What do you want
them to do? Sharing relevant personal connections or professional expertise
related to the issue makes your message more compelling.

2. Based on your goals, choose your audience and
method(s) of engaging.

Facts are not enough!

Facilitate research experiences

3. Know your representative: What is their position on the issue? Is the issue
within the scope of their job?

Career stage of respondents

Public Policy

a) Podcast by Emlyn Resetarits and
Emma Dietrich (UT Austin).

2. Ways to engage: email, snail mail, phone, fax, office visit, testify in committee,
write an op-ed, attend a town hall, rally, protest, and more. Engage often, in a way
that works for you.

Public engagement research informs best practices

In strategic communication: effective = achieving your goals
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c
b
a) Dr. Becca Young at Nerd Nite Austin b) Dr. Tessa
Solomon-Lane at Fernbank Museum’s Science at Hand
Day, c) Shadow a Scientist (UT Austin).

How much time
do you want /
can you commit?

1. Why engage with the public? Identify your ultimate
goals (short, medium, and long term).

Why were
you called to
engage on
this topic, in
this way?

a

How do you want to engage?
What are your strengths?
What skills do you want to share?

Effective, evidence-based public engagement

a

a

Engaging with public policy and policy makers
*Do more than nothing* You can find your US representatives using:

Engage
with the
public!

There are many ways to engage the public, and most
scientists already engage in some way
Face-to-face

Getting started: Integrating engagement into your science

Students

Broader
community

“Frames are
interpretive storylines
that set a specific train
of thought in motion,
communicating why an
issue might be a
problem, who or what
might be responsible
for it, and what should
be done about it.”

-Dr. Matthew Nesbit (2010)

• Be warm and trustworthy using shared
values and goals
• Learn about your audience: What do they
know about your topic? Why do they care?
• Use language your audience understands
and appreciates
• Be able to go ‘off script’ and have a
conversation
• Listen early and often
• A ‘quality of life’ frame is not ‘dumbing down’
• Accept ‘no’ as an answer. This shows
respect and builds trust.

• Survey members to document the public engagement efforts already taking place and
identify experts, interested members who have not yet engaged, areas of high interest,
and underserved communities and types of engagement.
• Training workshops for science communication; public engagement best practices;
career paths involving STEM public engagement, and more.
• Faculty and trainee award to recognize outstanding public engagement.
• Small grants program for public engagement programs and materials to support
scientists doing public engagement work.
• Online platform for connecting public engagers and sharing resources, engagement
and training opportunities, funding options, experiences, advice, and more.
Goals developed at the SBN annual meeting in Long Beach, 2017
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